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My background 

• Joined Nature in April 2002. 

• Moved to Shanghai in November 2012 as the 

Executive Editor of Nature Communications. 

• Previously an associate editor at Nature and 

Nature Materials, and helped launch Nature 

Physics as its senior editor. 

• PhD in Physics from the University of Sydney. 

• 5 years postdoctoral experience at the Universities 

of Cambridge, Sydney and Surrey, and at Philips 

Research Labs, Redhill. 

 



What makes a Nature journal? 

• Highly selective — only a fraction of 

submissions are published. 

• High impact. 

• Each journal is run by team of full-time, 

professional editors. 

• Each journal is independent from each 

other journal — rejection from one 

doesn’t prejudice consideration by 

another. 
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• Founded in 1869 

• The world’s leading, global, 

scientific journal 

• Across the full range of 

scientific disciplines 

• Nature’s mission: 

To communicate the world’s best 

and most important science to 

scientists across the world and to the 

wider community interested in 

science 
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Nature's hits… 

• Discovery of the neutron 

(Chadwick, 1932) 

• Structure of DNA 

(Watson and Crick, 1953)  

• Demonstration of the 

laser (Maiman, 1960) 

• Magnetic resonance 

imaging (Lauterbur, 

1973) 

• Polymer LEDs 

(Burroughes et al. 1990) 

 

 

... and misses! 

• Krebs cycle — rejected 

without review 

• Beta decay — rejected 

without review 

• Pavlov's obituary — 

published while he was 

still alive 

• Memory of water 

• Schön 

• ... and surely many more. 



What makes a Nature paper? 

• Reports the most significant 

advances that have the widest 

implications. 

• Significance should be readily 

appreciated by non-specialists. 

• Which means, the significance 

of physics papers should be 

readily apparent to biologists. 

• And, the significance of biology 

papers should be readily 

apparent to physicists. 



Which raises an issue… 

• Nature’s mission statement is to publish 

the most important advances in research. 

• But what about important advances in 

physics whose principal appeal is to other 

physicists, but not biologists? 

• What about advances in genetics whose 

principal appeal is to geneticists? 

• Or materials science, immunology, 

chemistry, neuroscience, … ? 
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What makes a Nature Research 

Journal paper? 

• Reports the most significant 

advances within the 

discipline it covers. 

• Significance should be 

readily appreciated by non-

specialists. 

• The significance of papers 

in one specialty should be 

apparent to researchers in 

another. 



But … 

• Only limited space in Nature and the 

Nature Research journals. 

• Only the MOST important research with 

the WIDEST implications can be 

published.  

• What about important advances in 

specialists areas of research whose 

principal appeal is to other specialists? 

• The solution… 



Nature Communications 

● First paper published 12th April 2010. 

● Online-only means no space 

constraints. 

● In 2013 we published >1600 articles. 

● In 2014 we expect to publish more 

than all Nature journals combined 

● Impact factor = 10.015. 

● Choice of subscription access or 

Open Access! 



What makes a  

Nature Communications paper? 

• Reports significant advances that have 

to potential to influence thinking in a 

field. 

• New ideas, new insights and new 

technologies. 

• Broad appeal isn’t a prerequisite for 

publication! 

• Great science is! 



Getting published in a Nature journal 

Publishing starts with new experimental or theoretical 

results that significantly advance our understanding 

or technological capability. 

What are we looking for? 

Our goal is that every paper should have the potential 

to provoke our readers to think: 

"WOW! I didn't expect THAT!" 

"WOW! That's clever (and useful!) " 



Writing the paper 

• Explain, don't hype.  Show, don’t tell. 

• Results should speak for themselves.  

• CONTEXT — Not every reader will understand the 

details but every reader should appreciate your work’s 

significance. 

• Descriptive not superlative 

– 'femtosecond spectroscopy' not 'ultrafast-

spectroscopy'. 

• Format isn't critical. RevTeX is fine. 

• Titles in references are extremely helpful. 



RULE ONE 

Think of your reader. 



RULE TWO 

Think of your reader. 



RULE THREE 

Think of your reader! 



Resources for better writing  

• The Elements of Style by William 

Strunk Jr and E. B. White 

(Longman, August 1999). 

• Whitesides, G. M. Writing a 

Paper. Advanced Materials      

16, 1375–1377 (2004). 

• Editorial: Elements of style. 

Nature Physics 3, 581 (2007). 

• Editorial: How to be popular. 

Nature Physics 7, 827 (2011). 



Submission process 

• Cover letters useful but not mandatory. 

• SHORT cover letters are best — if significance can 
be summarized uniquely in a single concise 
paragraph, it might be for us! If you need two pages, 
it probably isn’t! 

• Referee suggestions 

– Can be helpful. 

– Please don't suggest former supervisor, former 

students, friends, parents.  

• We try to honour referee exclusion requests, as long 

as they are reasonable (3-4 individuals MAX).  

• Identify all related papers submitted elsewhere. 



Editorial process 

• Initial assessment within a week (as far as 

possible). 

• We look for impact not impact factors. 

• MOST papers are declined without review.  

• At least one editor will read the paper 

thoroughly, and often several editors 

• 2-4 referees per paper and aim for total 

turnover time of 4-6 weeks for a first decision 

after review. 



How our decisions are made 

• Editors make decision based on the substance our 

referees' comments 

– ADVICE not VOTES. 

• The decision is for the editors — not the referees — to 

make. 

• Most papers require two rounds of review before 

publication 

– In my 11 years as an editor, I accepted the first 

draft of a paper without revision only THREE times. 



Decision letters and what they mean 

● YES: ‘Accept in Principle’ 

– Minor revisions — we will publish your paper. 

● NO: ‘Closed door’  

– Rejection — the paper is not for us. 

● MAYBE: ‘Pending+Quotes’ or ‘Open door’ 

– We may publish your paper… or we still might not. 

– Important revisions needed. 

– No decision until reviewers concerns are addressed. 

– Your paper will go back to referees! 



Responding to referees 

 

RULES ONE–THREE 

Think of the referees! 



Responding to referees 

• Persuasion and diplomacy are key. 

• Put yourself in the referee’s shoes. 

• Criticism is an opportunity not an insult! 

• If an expert hasn’t understood the merits of your work, 

that’s a serious problem — publication or not! 

• If invited to resubmit, only do so after you have 

comprehensively addressed ALL comments. 

• If further experiments are requested, revisions to text 

alone are UNLIKELY to be enough. 

• Stay professional — the referees are your peers and 

colleagues —  and make their job as easy as you can. 

 



Appeals 
• We take appeals seriously but original submissions take priority 

• Only a minority of appeals are successful 

• Editorial: Leave to appeal. Nature Physics 6, 395 (2010). 

What helps? 

• New data that addresses the major criticisms 

• Referee or editor has made factual errors. 

What doesn’t help? 

• “Do you know who I AM!?!” 

• “Referees don’t like my work, therefore they are biased!” 

• “I know who the referee is. He’s a moron!” 

• Celebrity endorsements 

• Cosmetic revisions 



● We now have two multi-disciplinary journals that offer 

Open Access publishing options 

– Nature Communications 

– Scientific Reports 

● Open access means you paper will be freely accessible 

to anyone (and forever). 

● Increases exposure and impact. 

● Ensures your colleagues are able to see your work! 

● More easily they see it, more likely they will cite it. 



Why publish Open Access? 

“We found strong evidence that, even in 

a journal that is widely available in 

research libraries, OA articles are more 

immediately recognized and cited by 

peers than non-OA articles published in 

the same journal.” 

SOURCE: Eysenbach, G. Citation Advantage of 

Open Access Articles. PLoS Biology 4, e157 (2006). 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.0040157 



Scientific Reports 

● Editorial criteria: scientifically sound  

● Editorial Advisory Panel and Editorial 

Board 

● Fully Open Access 

● Rapid publication 

● Greater scope to publish: 

 Detailed follow-up work 

 Negative results 

 Speculative ideas 





Get Credit for Sharing Your Data 

Publications will be listed in the major indexes and will be citeable 

Open-access 

Authors select from three Creative Commons licences for the main 

Data Descriptor. Each publication supported by curated CC0 metadata 

Focused on Data Reuse 

All the information others need to reuse the data; no interpretative 

analysis or hypothesis testing 

Peer-reviewed 

Rigorous peer-review managed by our Editorial Board of academic 

researchers ensures data quality and standards 

Promoting Community Data Repositories 

Data stored in community data repositories 



A cloud based research data 

management system where you can: 

Manage your research 

outputs privately and 

securely 

 

Make your research 

outputs citable, sharable, 

discoverable 

 



Frontiers is trying to develop new approaches to 

scientific peer review, scientific collaboration 

and publication. 

• Launched in Switzerland in 2007. 

• Forged partnership with NPG in 2013. 

• Interactive online peer review that encourages 

collaborative dialogue between authors and 

referees. 

• Referee names included on published paper. 

• Developing online tools for research. 



Thank you!   谢谢！ 

Email me at 

e.gerstner@nature.com 

mailto:e.gerstner@nature.com

